**FRONT PORCH, FOYER & LAUNDRY | MAGGIE GRIFFIN**

Maggie Griffin Design is a full service interior design studio based in Gainesville, Georgia. Maggie Griffin, founder and lead designer, has been recognized for her approach to design for modern Southern living. Maggie’s distinctive blueprint for design—which blends playful patterns, colorful fabrics, comfortable upholstery and a pinch of chinoiserie—strikes the perfect balance, resulting in spaces that are classic, stylish and comfortable. From new builds to remodels, the talented women of MGD are committed to creating beautiful and livable interiors, turning houses into homes and dreams into realities. The firm’s work has been featured in Atlanta Homes & Lifestyles, Southern Home Magazine and many more.

Maggie Griffin Design // maggiegriffindesign.com

**BEDROOM 2 & BATHROOM 2 | STEPHANIE ANDREWS**

Balance Design is a different kind of design firm. First and foremost, we curate interiors that show our clients’ personalities. Since inception in 2002, we have found that careful listening and collaboration create the most original, timeless and authentic interiors.

Utilizing environmentally sustainable materials, local artists and craftspeople, hand knotted rugs and unique furnishings, a Balance Design space is one of a kind! From kitchens and baths to public and personal spaces, our team understands that design can truly enrich lives.

Balance Design // balancedesignatlanta.com

**PRIMARY BEDROOM, BATH & CLOSET | PATRICK + MEGHAN SHARP**

When Patrick and Meghan Sharp were first married, they quickly discovered their mutual passion for creating a home environment that allowed them to nest well and flourish. They began to purchase homes, renovate and sell. And then it became a thing. From San Francisco to Serenbe they’ve moved a dozen times in 13 years. Soon enough, friends and neighbors started asking for help. Eventually their passion became their profession, with residential and commercial clients across Atlanta. The work of Mister + Mrs. Sharp has been featured in multiple shelter publications including Atlanta Homes & Lifestyles, Atlanta Magazines HOME, HGTB and Naturally, Donny Seo.

Mister + Mrs Sharp // misterandmrssharp.com

**SCREENED PORCH | WHITNEY DURHAM**

Whitney Durham of Whitney Durham Interiors has designed a range of spaces throughout the Southeast. Her love of original art and color combined with antique and vintage finds are the foundation for her memorable projects. Whitney’s design aesthetic is often described as fresh, traditional and approachable with a modern twist. She thrives on bringing spaces to life with design that is equally beautiful and functional. Whitney’s projects have been spotlighted by The Cottage Journal, Country Home, Atlanta Magazine HOME and more. A proud graduate of Auburn University, interiors are Whitney’s true passion, exceeded only by her love for her husband, young boys and twin yellow lab puppies.

Whitney Durham Interiors // whitneydurhaminteriors.com